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1. Practical matters
▶ An extra tutorial will be held on Friday (Dec 8) at

2.15pm
▶ My apologies if this is inconvenient for you

▶ I had to find a time quickly that seemed like it would
have the least clash with lectures for othe core
Economics courses

▶ Next Monday you will have the last regular lecture
with the professor

▶ You can also email me (as many of you have), and
also schedule a meeting if you want to discuss any
problems



2. Issues with data
▶ The dataset for problem 2 is actually quite instructive:

it illuminates (depressingly) common features of real
data.

▶ You usually need to read metadata rather carefully to
learn what the variables actually mean.

▶ Technical issues and corrupting data by accident are
quite common.

▶ The original schooling.txt had an issue, which
could cause it to fail to import.
▶ The first row of data had different numbers of

whitespace between column names.
▶ Software can easily get confused by things like this.

There is no universal rule for how to cope with such
inconsistencies, so the software often makes a best
guess.



How to cope?
▶ Look at your data. Calculate summary statistics like

the mean, and check if they make rough sense.
▶ Example: a variable holding values like 50 000 is

never going to be in logs. (Base R’s numeric value
can hold values up to about exp(709.78).)

▶ If you run into trouble or suspect issues, check out
options and help pages for the functions you use to
import data.

▶ Read the metadata. (Generally not required for this
course, the assignments should have the descriptions
required or refer you to the slides/textbook.)



The journey to metadata 1/6

The bibliography reference in the textbook description of
the data.



The journey to metadata 2/6

The literature reference in the bibliography.



The journey to metadata 3/6

Quick and dirty: Google search by author’s name.



The journey to metadata 4/6

The dataset under the author’s homepage.



The journey to metadata 5/6

Variable descriptions in the dataset.



The journey to metadata 6/6

Variable means in the dataset.



Missing values
▶ Missing values in data do not inherently mean the

data is corrupted.
▶ Example: what is the annual wage for a person who

is not employed? Is zero a meaningful value for their
wage?

▶ By default, R’s lm ignores any rows where any
regressors (or the dependent variable) have missing
values.



Missing values
▶ There are at least three ways to cope with missing

data. The appropriate method depends on the
context.
▶ Dropping the rows with missing data (you can use this

during this course; it’s what R does by default)
▶ Multiple imputation (replace missing values with

predictions); not covered in this course
▶ Discretizing continuous values and including

missingess as an additional category; not covered in
this course

Dropping missing values in R
schoo l ing <− read . table (

’ schoo l ing . t x t ’ , header = T)
schoo l ing <− subset ( school ing , ! is . na ( iqscore ) )



3. Instrumental variables
▶ Instrumental variables are one way of dealing with

cases where the regular OLS assumptions don’t hold
▶ It is one (of many) causal identification strategies;

others include
▶ Other popular strategies:

▶ Differences-in-differences (DiD or DD)
▶ Regression discontinuity (RD)
▶ Randomized controlled trials (RCT)
▶ Adjustment/unconfoundedness (see also: matching

and weighting)



Further stuff on causality
▶ The books: Angrist and Pischke: Mostly Harmless

Econometrics, or Mastering Metrics (less technical)
▶ Complementary reading

▶ Pearl: The Book of Why
▶ Imbens 2020: Potential Outcome and Directed Acyclic Graph

Approaches to Causality: Relevance for Empirical Practice in Economics

▶ Courses
▶ Applied Microeconometrics I and II (Aalto University)

cover empirical research using micro-level data
▶ Applied Macroeconometrics I and II (UoH) cover time

series using macroeconomic data
▶ Applied courses are very helpful if you want to do or

at least cite and understand causal empirical work in
your thesis (you probably will)



The problem to be solved
▶ Suppose we want to know how forcing everyone to

do exercises affects learning
▶ We also assume grades are a good measure of

learning
▶ But those scoring well on exercises probably were

more motivated or able to start with
▶ They might have done well on the exam without the

exercises
▶ Motivation/ability is usually (partially) unobserved

▶ Thus, the regression might show positive correlation
between exercises and course grade even if
exercises do nothing for learning (more commonly,
the regression might under- overestimate the effect)



The problem to be solved
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The solution
▶ One solution is a randomized controlled trial (RCT)
▶ A randomly selected half has to do the exercises to

pass the course
▶ Successful random assignment is, by construction,

independent of grades, ability, and whatever else you
might think of.

▶ However, the RCT might have imperfect takeup: not
everyone assigned to do exercises does them

▶ In this case, we can (under certain conditions) still
use random assignment as an instrument for the
exercises



The solution
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Bad instrument: endogenous

Exercises Grade

Randomization

The instrument should not be correlated with the
outcomes.



Bad instrument: irrelevant

Exercises Grade

Randomization

The instrument should be correlated with the regressor.



Instruments: only one strategy
▶ Instrument relevance is easy to test for, but a difficult

problem to solve when it occurs (and also sadly
common)

▶ An even bigger problem is that the endogeneity
assumption is only partly testable

▶ The Sargan test assumes that at least some
instruments are valid.
▶ See e.g. the textbook p. 168

▶ IV results are local: they are informative about how
instrument-induced changes in X affect Y

▶ Any identification strategy (other than the idealized
RCT) will include some untestable assumptions;
generally, the question is about the plausibility of the
assumptions



Instruments: only one strategy
▶ Applied work based on IV alone is arguably more

prone to criticism than, for example, DiD and RD
(which have their own issues)

▶ Coming up with such criticism is arguably the easiest
job in economics

▶ The extreme (silly) version of a skeptical take is
known as ”Friends don’t let Friends do IV”

▶ A more sane approach comes under the heading
”Friends *Do* Let Friends Do IV”:

If you are going to use an observational IV, you
do need to think very carefully. – –
Identifying causal effects is hard. Willingly limiting
yourself to a subset of methods and declaring one
method off-limits is like a football coach saying he
doesn’t want his quarterback to ever try to pass
the ball.

http://mungowitzend.blogspot.com/2015/09/friends-dont-let-friends-do-iv.html
https://marcfbellemare.com/wordpress/11364
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